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lt is generally recognized that simple harmonie ratios among p<ln;:lls promote Iheir

perceptual fusion. However. the inlluence of parallel gliding in log lrequen~y upon tllsion is nol

understood. The present experiment investigated tùsion in relation to ditlèrent types or parallel

and non-parallellog-frequency motion ofthrcc concurrent tonal glides. The main hypothesis "'<lS

that parallel motion on log-frequency-by-time coordinates favors tùsion. Il \Vas reasoned that a

higher degree offusion of the glides evokcs lèwer auditory images. Fusion \Vas thus measured by

asking eighteen subjects to rate the number of distinct sounds perceivcd in various gliding stimuli.

On test trials. subjects received a pair of stimuli in succession and had to judge which one

contained more sounds and to rate the size of the diftèrence on a 7-point scale. Each stimulus

\Vas a complex of three sinusoidal tones, gliding in frequcncy. Each 1400-ms thn..'e-glide complex

\Vas either increasing or decreasing in frequency, and the soacing among its componcnts was

either small, medium or large. The stimuli were aligned in one of live ways: 1) harrnonically

related, para11el, and therefore unequally spaced in log Irequency. 2) inharrnonic. paralle1, and

equally spaced in log frequency, 3) inharrnonic, parallel, and unequally spaced in log Irequency, 4)

non-para1le1 and diverging in log frequency, and 5) non-para1lel and converging in log Irequency.

Results showed that more sources were perceived under the thrce parallel conditions than under

the!Wo non-para1lel ones œ< 0.00001). Moreover, as the spacing belween gliding partials

increased, more distinct sounds were heard œ< 0.00001). These results suggest that both

spectral spacing and non-parallellog-frequency motion segregate concurrent g1ides. A multiple

regression analysis showed that parallellog-frequency gliding promotes fusion over and above the

contribution ofaverage spectral spacing and harrnonicity (1' < .0001). The observed data thus

support the hypothesis that a common direction oflog-frequency gliding among partials promOl\:S

their fusion into a coherent percept.
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Il est géneralement reconnu que des rappons harmoniques simples tàvorisent la fusion

pcrceptucllc de sons tonals purs(sinusoïdes). Cependant. J'intluence d'un mouvement parallèle de

fréquence logarithmique sur Icur fusion n'est pas connu. Cclte étude avait pour but d'explorer la

lùsion perceptuelle de trois sons tonals purs simultanés d'après leur trajectoire de changement sur

une échclle dc Iréquence logarithmique. L'hypothése principale était qu'une direction commune

de changcment de fréquence logarithmique fusionne les sons tonals purs. Plus des sons

fùsionnent, moins ils devraient évoquer d'entités perceptuelles distinctes. Selon celte assumption,

le dègré de fusion a été mesun~ en demandant à 18 suje: s d'évaluer le nombre de composantes

distinctes percues dans divers stimuli. Lors d'un essai expérimental. une paire de stimuli était

présentée à chaque auditeur en succession. La tâche de ce dernier consistait à determiner lequel

des deux stimuli contenait le plus de composantes distinctes, ainsi qu'à évaluer la grandeur de

celte ditlërence sur une échelle de 1 à 7. Chaque stimulus était composé de trois sons tonals purs

qui descendaient ou qui montaient en fréquence, et dont l'espace spectral étaient petit, moyen ou

grand. Les trois sons tonals de chaque stimulus suivaient un parmis cinq types de trajectoire de

changement: 1) des trajectoires parallèles maintenant des rapports harmoniques simples, mais pas

l'espace entre les sinusoïdes sur une échelle de fréquence loga.'ithmique. 2) des trajectoires

parallèles maintenant l'espace de fréquence logarithmique constant entre les sinusoïdes, mais pas

de rapports harmoniques simples, 2) des trajectoires parallèles sur une échelle de fréquence

logarithmique ne maintenant ni l'espace, ni les rapports harmoniques entre les sinusoïdes, 4) des

trajectoires convergentes, donc non parallèles sur une échelle de fréquence logarithmique. et 5)

des trajectoires divergentes, donc non parallèles sur une échelle de fréquence logarithmique. Les

résultats ont démontré que plus de composantes distinctes sont percues lorsque les trois sons

tonals purs suivent des trajectoires de fréquence logarithmique parallèles que losqu'ils suivent des

trajectoires non parallèles œ< 0.00001). De plus, le nombre de composantes distinctement

percues augmente en fonction de l'espace spectral entre les sinusoïdes (R < 0.00001). Ces
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resu!tats suggerent que l'espaœ spectral el les traject<)ires non paralldes sur une eehelle de

rrequence logarithmique contribuent aseparer perceptuelklllcnt les ondes sinusoidales

simultanees. Une analyse de regressions multiples a demontre qu'un mouWlllent l'arall':le sur une

echelle de rrequence logarithmique !àvorise la fusion perœptuelle au-deia de b contribution de

l'espace de rrequence moyen entre les sinusoïdes et de leur relations hamlOniques (P" .nOn!).

Ces observations soutiennent donc l'hypothese qu'une direction commune de changelllent de

rrequence logarithmique parmis des sons tonals purs tàvorise leur fusion en une unite perccpluelle

cohesive.
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ln a normallistening environment, many events take place at a given moment.

Conscquently, the pressure wavc received by the car is itselfthe product of the acti"ity ofmultipie

sOlind cmiuers. Moreover, a complex waveform emanates from each acoustic event. This

wavelonn consists of many trequency components changing over time. Sorne proccsses must

thus determine which parts of the sensory data provide intormation about indi"idual events.

The ability to separate the acoustic array into its many sources of sound allows a

cognitive system to pay attention to single environmental events. This has adaptive value since it

is a prerequisite for extracting meaningful information about a given source, such as whether it is

dangerous or innocuous. In order to describe the acoustic environment, the auditory processes

must constmct separate mental descriptions of the distinct sources that have contributed to the

signal. This appears to be realized by the operation ofsorne mechanisms that systematically

dccomposes the mix1ure ofsounds that reaches the car. As a result sorne auditory streams are

formed (1981, 1984, 1990). Their role is to psychologically describe the pattern of temporal

activity of discrete sources ofsound. The parsing process uses diferent picces ofsensory

evidence and analyses them according to sorne basic principles ofperceptual organization. An

important goal ofthe field ofauditory perception is to determine the nature ofthese rules.

Many experiments have becn conducted to determine the mies ofauditory organization

(Bregman. 1990). These heuristics can be divided into IWO groups: those that promote sequential

grouping and those that encourage simultaneous grouping, ln sequential grouping, sounds that

have arisen at different limes from a single source are connected into a common stream.

Simultaneous grouping processes connect spectral components that are emanating from a given

source at a particular time. Various heuristics compete with and reinforce one another in order to
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reach the best possible perceptual description of the acoustic input \ Bre~l1lan. l"7~a. l')7~b.

1984, 1990)

Brcgman proposed a lheoretical tral1lework known as "audilory sCClle anal~'sis"

(Bregman. 1981. 1984. 1990). This theor:' presupposes that the gestalt principlcs re~ulatin~

visual-pattem formation also operate along acoustic dimensions. Three major heuristics

implicated in visual processing \Vere originally proposed by Gestalt psychologists: the prosil1lity,

the similarity and the common tàte principles. The prosimity mie states that the doser clements

are to each other along sorne dimension(s), such as color, the more likcly they are to be grouped

together into a common perceptual unit. The similarity mie assens that sharing features along

some dimension(s), such as shape, favors perceptual grouping. Finally the coml1lon làte n.1e

states that common change among subsets ofelements of a scene, such as lollowing a parallcl

spatial trajectory. promotes their grouping into a common ligure.

Many empirical data support Bregman's theory of auditory organization. It sc..-cms that one

heuristic goveming the processes of sequential stream formation is the proximity of acoustic

elements along the temporal and spectral dimensions of sound (Bregman, 1984, 1990; Bregman

& Campbell, 1973; Bregman & Pinker, 1978; Deutsch, 1975; Dowling, 1973; Norden, 1975,

1977). Another sequential-grouping rule seems to be the similarity in spectral composition

(Singh, 1985, 1987, 1990; Wessel, 1979), spatial location (Judd, 1977) and fundamental

frequency (Bregman, 1990; Singh, 1987, 1990). In simultaneous grouping, common amplitude

modulation (AM) among acoustic components appears to be a critical grouping eue (Brcgman,

Abramson, Doehring & Darwin, 1985; Hall & Grose, 1990; McAdams & Wessel, 1981). A

common attack pattern or onset also appear to be a spectral-organi7.ation heuristic (Bregman &

Pinker, 1978; Rasch, 1978; Singh, 1985).
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SOIl1C hcuristics in audition arc associatcd with scqucntial grouping and othcrs with

simullancous grol!ping For csamplc. while common 1\1'.1 is likely to group the concurrent

partials of a given voicc into one syllable (Bregman. Abramson. Doehring & Darwin. 1985).

si",;!~ ..ity;n the locus and spacing of harmonies among successive sung syllables probably links

th, m to form a coherent me10dy (Singh. 1985. 1987). However. a given parsing rule actually

allècts both scquential and synchronous grouping. For instance. in an 01 ~'lestral performance.

similarity in the locus of spectral peaks ofintensity is probably critical for ,'oth holding together a

me10dy (sequential grouping) trom a single violin. and a chord (simultaneous grouping) trom ail

the violins in the string section (Singh. 1985, 1987; Wessel. 1979). Nevertheless. the

classification of parsing rules into either sequential or simultaneous grouping processes is a useful

operational distinction.

As a general rule. any vibrating body with a clear pitch. whether it be the vocal chords or

the wooden reed ofa saxophone. produces a set of sinusoidal trequencies or harmonics that are

ail integer multiples ofa common frequency. Sueh a sound is called a complex tone and its tirst

harmonic. that is. the lowest trequency component is the fundamental (FO). If the fundamental is

called f, the harmonics have the trequencies f, 2f, 3f, 4f, 5f, ...etc. In simultaneous grouping.

partials that are harmonically related to one another fuse together into a single sound (Bregman,

1990; De Witt & Crowder, 1987; McAdams, 1984; Moore, 1989). The resulting experienee is

a single pitch corresponding to the FO and an overall timbraI quality richer than each isolated

partial. To the e:l.1ent that simultaneously played complex tones have more harmonies in common,

they blend together more strongly in a chord percept (Bregman, 1990). This phenomenon

appears to be due to an auditory mechanism whose funetion is to group partials into farnilies of

harmonies that are each based on a common FO. By grouping together partials that are

harmonically related. the auditory system takes advantage ofthe fact that, in nature. eomponents

that show this type ofrelation often bave originated from a common source, sucb as the crying of

a baby or the bowling ofa dog.
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At lhis point. il is importantto dil1\:r~ntial~1\\0 ph~nom~na. namdv. p~rœplllai ;:1\,"pin;:

and perceplual fusion. Fusion occurs when m:1I1Y acouslic elc11le11ls P~lù'l)[ual'" 1111'r;:e Il1g1'lhl'1

into one sound. Ilo\\'ever. sounds can be grouped togelher into a c'.,here11l stream \\ ithout Il.sing

into a single percept. Global propenies emerge \\hen componenls ll.se logether III I<'nn a highl'r

order sound organization, such as a ne\\' pitch and richer timbre. Thus powerll.1 tl.sion l'Cl'ms

when individuallrequency components "melt" together into a single pitch, corresponding tll their

common l'O. The opposite of fusion is therefore segregation or the ability to perœptually iSl,late

a component in a mixture of sounds. However. many sounds can group together withoUl

blending into one. For example, each chord has a characteristic pitch and timbrai quality, and yet

it is still possible tor an attentive car to perceive the discrete pitch and timbre olïlS three or four

individual tones. A chord percept thus iIIustrates partial fusion in which the individual sounds e:1I1

still be heard ifan attempt is made. but where the grouped sounds also acquire a unique quality .

Ifone considers that it is very unlikely by chance lor the constituent parts of distinct world

events to simultaneously undergo a proportional change along sorne dimension(sl, the (l)lIowing

heuristic would be adaptive in the parsing ofacoustic data: "ifdillèrcnt parts of a spI:ctnllll

change in the same way at the same time, then fuse them into a common auditory event". This

heuristic constitutes an auditory version of the common-fate principle ofvisual perception.

Various sources of empirical evidence support the hypothesis that such a rule operates in auditory

processing, For instance, it appears that common temporal patterns of intensity and Ircquem'y

t1uctuations help bring about the grouping ofacoustic components and their lùsion into a cohesive

percept. First, synchrony of onset and offset has becn shown to promote the simultaneous

grouping ofpartials (Bregman, 1984; Bregman & Pinker, 1978; Rasch, 1978). Morcover, sorne

experimental evidence suggests that fusion is encouraged by a synchronous and parallcl rise in

intensity between pure tones (l'urgean, 1992). In addition, thcre is strong evidencc for spl."Ctral

integration based on common AM (Bregman, Abramson, Doehring & Darwin, 1985; Hall &

Grose, 1990; McAdams & Wessel, 1981). Finally, it appears that a parallel motion on log-
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li'cquency-hy-lime coordinales between concurrent tonal glides tavor rheir grouping (Halpern.

lIn?, Lipscombc, 1992a. 19')2b) and their fusion into a common perceprual unit (Bregman &

1)oehring, 1984)

The question oÏwhether any common pattern ot'temporal change whatever promotes

grouping and tùsion is still an unresolved issue, While there is consistent evidence that acoustic

components undcrgoing a parallel change in intensity tend to be grouped and fused together. it is

debatable whether this holds in the frequency domain, The issue ofwhether coherent frequency

change is in itself a simultaneous-grouping cue will be considered for both, tàst frequency

modulation (FM) and slow frequency gliding. Indeed, different types of coherent frequency

change among components might ..:ffect their grouping àifferentially, "FM" is cUSlomarily used in

relèrence to rapid and periodic changes over small frequency ranges. but this is not inherent to its

meaning, "FM" retèrs to any rate offrequency change and thereby encompasses aperiodic

frequency motion, as weil as slow frequency gliding over large frequency ranges. Typically, FM

involves short-duration signals, usually below 500 ms. Moreover, modulation commonly involves

rates from 5 to 15 Hz and frequency depth below 10% ofcarrier frequencies (Carlyon. 1990;

McAdams. 1989; Schooneve1dt & Moore, 1988). On the other hand, gliding components, as

used in this laboratory, typically coyer a large range offrequencies, namely, over 500 Hz,

Moreover, gliding takes place over relatively long periods, usually longer than 500 ms (Bregman

& Doehring, 1984; Bregman, Halpern, Halikia & Doehring, 1986; Halpern, 1977; Lipscombe,

1992a., 1992b; Tougas & Bregrnan, 1990),

First, let us consider coherent versus incoherent FM as it is typically studied, There is

evidence that supports the role of coherent FM in promoting auditory grouping and fusion

(Chalikia & Bregman, 1990; Grose & Hall. 1990; McAdams. 1984) and other data that do not

support it (Carlyon, 1990; Gardner & Darwin, 1986; McAdams. 1989; Schooneveldt & Moore,

1988), Coherently modulated components ofa complex sound change frequency in the same

10
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direction at the same time. A coherent F\lthat is panicularlv interesting is the one that maintains

the !Tequency ratios of the panials. Past research has sho\\n that this ti.mll "l'modulation induees

a natural voice-like quality to synthesized sung vo\\cls (Cho\\ning. 19lW; MeNabb. 19~ 1)

However. whether other forms or coherent 1'\1 also produce the ';;Ulle el1i.:et still remains to be

thoroughly determined (McAdams. 1989).

Carlyon proposed that there is no across-frequency mechanism lor FM coherence \1\'er and

above the one detecting harmonicity. This was based on n..'Sults shmving that listeners cannot

discriminate among coherent and incoherent FM of complex tones unless that coherence

proceeded !Tom harmonicity among panials (Carlyon. (990). ln other words. it scems that

detection of FM incoherence is contingent upon detection of the resu1ting mistuning or the target

component. This can be explained by the làct that any sustained natural perturbation of the 1'0 is

imparted proportionally to ail of the harmonies. Consequently. when the 1'0 ofa harmonie sound

is modulated, ail the components change !Tequency in the same direction at the same time.

However, a set ofinharmonic partials can undergo parallel !Tcqutncy change as a rcsult orthe

maintenance oftheir inharmonic ratios throughout modulation. Hence, although harmonicity

implies FM coherence, harmonicity does not follow !Tom FM coherence. Upon observation that

FM coherence encourages grouping only when the modulated partials are related by a simple ratio

(harmonie) or are close to being harmonie, i.e., are quasi harmonie, it appears that FM coherence

is not in itselfan acoustic eue for simultaneous grouping (Carlyon, 1990).

Natural FM often involves very rapid para1lel fluctuations in log !Tequency. Instances of

such FM are the musical vibrato and the normal vibrato produced in speech. Whether slower

para11e110g-tTequency g1iding obey the principles ofauditory organi7.ation that Carlyon proposed

remains to be investigated. Musical portamento, as weil as voice inflections involve slow pitch

gliding. Sorne experimental evidence suggest that a common pattern of!Tequency g1iding fosters

grouping. lndeed, a g1iding partial more strongly resists being captured into a sequential stream

Il
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with a preeeding glide when it is rclated by simple harmonie ratios 10 two synchronous glides

(Bregman & Doehring, 1984). Moreover. parallellog-frequency gliding among panials promotes

thcir grouping ioto one uniform gliding percept (Bregman. Halpern. Halikia & Doehring. 1986:

Halpern. 1977; Lipscombe. 1992a. 1992b).

Sorne experiments have investigated the contribution of a paralleI log-frequency trajectory

among glides upon their perceptual grouping (Bregman. Halpern. Halikia & Doehring. 1986;

Halpern. 1977; Lipscombe. 1992a.. 1992b; McPherson. Ciocca & Bregman. in press; Tougas &

Bregman. 1990). Fusion imp1ies grouping. but does not follow from it; hence conclusions from

these e,xperiments do not direct1y apply to the role ofcommon log-frequency change upon fusion.

The following question remains to be thoroughly investigated: "Is fusion promoted by a parallei

motion among acoustic elements along log-frequency-by-time coordinates?". Ifso. does parallel

log-frequency gliding have to maintain simple harmonie relations among panials in order to

promote their fusion into a cohesive unit? The main purpose ofthe current experiment is to

investigate these issues.

Perceptual fusion is not a new phenomenon, Many composers have already exploited its

virtues in orchestration through the colorful spectra ofvarious instrumental timbres. Actually, the

characteristic timbre ofeach note emanating from an instrument arises from the powerful fusion

ofmany harmonics, each ofa specific intensity, Composers undoubtedly take advantage ofthat

phenomenon. Indeed, unIess one is a fancier ofcomputer music, one rarely has the occasion to

listen to a musical performance made up ofpure tones. While a complex tone is composed ofa

set ofcompletely fused harmonies. a chord is composed ofa set ofpartly fused complex tones.

However. comple.x tones and chords share a property: the raw acoustic rnaterials for fusion are

steady-state components. at Ieast nominally. Are there sorne empirical data relevant to the fusion

ofdynamically cbanging acoustic components? Sorne experimental findings do bear on that issue
~

12
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(Bregman & Doehring. 198-1; Halpern. 19ïï; Lipscombe. 1'J'J::a. 19CJ::b; 1'.k:\dams. I<)~·I.

1989). 1 will brietly go over each ofthese experiments.

McAdams (1984) found that FM which maintained the lrequency rati"s among a set of

harmonies fuses them into a cohesive sound. He lùrther investigated the question of whether

maintaining the frequency ratios among a set ofcoherently modulated partials was neCl.'ssary \0

fuse them or whether moving them in the same direl:tion at the same time would be sutlicient

(McAdams. 1984). Subjects were asked to make comparisons among complc.x tonc.. with

different modulation schemes. While one tone had a modulation that maintained constant

frequency ratios among 16 partials, the other had a modulation that maintained a constant

frequency difference among them. A constant-ratio modulation kceps the distance on a

logarithmic scale among partials constant., whereas a constant-difference modulation does nol. Il

a1so maintains the harmonie relations among the partials. For frequencics above 500 H7~ the

basilar membrane ofthe inner car resolves frequency components roughly on a log-frequency

continuum (Bregman, 1990; Moore, 1989). Parallellog-frequency motion thus maintains the

relative distances betwcen places ofmaximum stimulation on the membrane due to various

harmonies. This implies that linear changes in log frequency correspond to lincar changes in

perceived pitch. Thus, a constant-ratio modulation should produce a unitorm change in perceived

pitch. When the rrns modulation depth was at least 12 cents (0.7"/0 of the centre frequency),

listeners more often chose the constant-difference tone as having more sources or distinguishable

entities in it. On the other hand, a constant-ratio modulation produced a unilied sound even at

rather large modulation depths, that is, up to S6 cents (3.3 % ofthe centre frequency). These

findings demonstrated that the maintenance ofa constant frequency ratio is an important aspect of

FM coherence. However, this experiment did not provide conclusive evidence as to whether the

critical property for fusion is the maintenance oflog-frequency spacing between modulated

components or the maintenance oftheir harmonie relations.

13
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McAdams conducted a tùnher experiment on the etTect of FM coherence upon the

segregation of concurrent synthesized vowels (:\1cAdams, 1989). In that experimcnt, listcners

had to judge the perceptual salience ofa vowel presented simultaneously with two other vowels.

Fn:quency-modulated vowcls were rated as more prominent than their unmodulated counterpans.

However, unexpectedly. listener's prominence ratings were not related to whether the FO ofthe

target vowel was modulated by the same or by a different waveforrn as those of the other (wo

concurrent vowels. According to these data. while modulation among components seems to

promote their fusion. the role of modulation coherence per se is dubious.

While sorne of McAdams' results suggest that very rapid parailei fluctuations in log

rrequency among panials fuse them together in tones (McAdams. 1984). others.. using vowels. are

inconclusive (McAdams. 1989). Other findings suggest that FM coherence is effective at

promoting the perceptual grouping ofcomponents only when they are. or are close to being.

related by simple harmonic ratios (Carlyon. 1990). ln other words. what seems to be critical is

harrnonicity among frequency-modulated components as opposed to their following a common

trajectory ofchange in log frequency. The present experiment explored whether or not this

interpretation is vaIid for slower coherentlog-frequency change.

An experiment by Bregman and Doehring (1984) studied the influence ofa parailellog

frequency trajeetory upon fusion. The rationale ofthe study was based on the assumption that ifa

gliding panial is not fused with other synchronous glides. it should be frecr to be grouped into a

sequential stream with earlier sounds that resemble it. They used a sequential capturing paradigm

in which a three-component glide was preceded by a captor glide (sec Figure 1, p. 15). The glides

were aIl sinusoids gliding in a straight line on log-frequency-by-time coordinates. A pair

composed ofa captor glide followed by a complex ofthree simultaneous glides a1temated rapiclly,

The captor had the same frequency and slope as the target glide. The target was the central glide

ofthe cornplex. On sorne conditions, the glides were parailel on a log-frequency scale. ln that

14



• case. a frequency ratio ofan octave (4:2: 1) was maintained throughout gliding. ln other

conditions the middle g1ide was mistuned from the octave relation by a quarter octave (4'1.68: 1).

The results showed that it was much easier to capture the target glide into a sequential stream

under the mistuned condition. The fact that it is harder to capture the target glide under the

parallel condition suggests that the following ofa parallellog-frequency trajeetol)' fuses glides

However. it is unclear whether parallellog-frequency g1icling is contingent upon maintaining

simple harmonic ratios arnong partials throughout gliding.
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Figure 1: Capturing the central glide in a three-component g1ide (Bregman & Doehring, 1984).

Other experiments looked at whether parallellog-frequency gliding promotes perceptual

groupi~g (Halpern, 1977; Lipscombe. 19922, 1992b). The stimuli that were USed by Halpern and

those USed by Lipscombe shared a simi1ar structure. Each stimulus was formed ofa crossing~

ofpure-tone gIides, sorne rising and others falling linearly on log-frequency-by-time coorclinates.

FlTst, let us descnoe the experiment by Halpern. Notice in Figure 2, appearing to the Jeft or the

right ofeach glide. the hannonic number ofeach partial relative to a given FO. Observe that the

"



• panials within eaeh subset maintain a fixed harmonie ratio to one another throughout the entire

duration of the glide. Consider the sound pattern shown in B.

Figure 2: Schema ofthe six patterns ofstimuli used by Halpern (Halpern, 1977).
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How do li~t~ners perceive th<.'S~ gliding raltem~ of~ound') Thr<.'\: po~~ihk p<.'·cerl~ could arisc'

1) a contùsed mass of ~ound con~tantly ~hifiing in quality. :è) one ~ound li l'st decre:lSing and then

rising in pitch. accompanied by another which tirsl ri~es and then decrea~es in pilCh (this is

referred to as the percept of "bouncing"). 3) two sounds which cross one anolher. one rising in

pitch and the other tàl\ing (this is retèrred to a~ the percept of"ero~~ing") (SI.'<: Figure 3. p 1(,) ln

this experiment. sounds were either perceived as bouncing or as crossing. Thus. the two subsets

ofglides must have been segregated ITom one another; otherwise. an indiscriminably tùzzy mass

ofsounds wou,o have becn heard. The percept ofbouncing took place when the rising and !àl\ing

subsets shared the same structure.. loI' e.xample two complex tones with identical spectral spacing.

as in D in Figure 2. Otherwise.. the percept ofcrossing occurred.

'1'0 explain those results. it is useful to look at what happens at the cross-over point.

Consider the case ofa pure-tone crossing stimulus like that of A in Figure 2. When the làl\ing

component reaches the center, the auditory processcs have to determine whether the partial is

continuing downward or starting to glide upward. ln terms of structural similarity there is no

information available in that tirst hall'of the stimulus as to how each component continues in the

second hall'. Therefore, whenever the rising and falling components arc the same, grouping

occurs by similarity and proximity in ITequency. Thus the percept ofbouncing occurs; that is, the

descending tirst hall'of the stimulus groups with the rising second hall' and the rising lirst hall'

groups with the falling second hal[ Howcver, when there is information available at the cross

over point about structural simi\arity between the two halves of the stimulus, it overcomes

frequency proximity. For example.. if the falling tirst halfis more similar to the falling second hall'

than to the rising second half, as in C in Figure 2, then a crossing percept occurs (Halpern, 1977).

The general tinding ofthe perception ofcrossing when the rising and falling components of

the "X" pattern ofFigure 2 are the same in harmonie composition and the perception ofbouncing

when they are different has been replicated many times using s\ightly different methods (Brcgrnan
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ct al. 1()86; McAdams & Bregman. 1979; Tougas & Bregman. 1990). Is this experimental

evidencc suflicicnt to concludc that slow parallel gliding motion among pal1ials promotes their

perceptual grouping" UnlOl1unately. it is not. In the Halpern and other replicating experiments. it

is unclear whether the grouping within subsets results trom the parallel motion of the glides, or

the maintenance of harmonie relations betwecn them. 1'0 demonstrate that slow parailel motion

promotes grouping, the contribution of these two làetors must be separated.

Lipscombe attempted to show that, indcpendently ofharmonicity, parallel gliding fosters

grouping (Lipscombe, 1992a. 1992b). Four aiignments were compared to study the degree to

which they cneouraged crossing or bouncing using the same "X" paradigm (sec Figure 3, p. 16).

The four alignments were: i) harmonie: parallel motion on log-trequency-by-time coordinates

kecping the harmonie ratios constant but not the spacing betwecn glides; ü) equai-log: parallel

motion on log-trequency-by-time coordinates, kecping the spacing and the inharmonic ratios

bctwecn glides constant; iii) shifted: parallel motion on log-frequency-by-time coordinates,

kecping the inharmonic ratios constant, but not the spacing betwecn glides; iv) non-parallel: the

gliding partials are neither harmonically related nor parallel on log-frequency-by-time coordinates.

Spacing among partiais was either smail, medium or large (sec Figure 4, p.19).

Lipscombc's results showed that perceived bouncing was most common among non-parailel

glides, tollowed by the shifted ones. On the other hand, perceived crossing occurred more under

the harmonic and equai-log conditions. The percept ofcrossing emerges when each oftwo sets

of partiais, namely, the rising ones and the faIling ones, is grouped together into a coherent unit.

Thus, the abovc findings suggest that parallellog-frequency gliding fosters perceptuai grouping

under certain conditions. However, it seems that the type ofparallel gliding and the speetraI

spacing among components aIse maners.
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Figure 4: lllustration ofthe five patterns ofstimuli used by Lipscombe (Lipscombe. 1992).

My own experiment is about whether or not parallellog-frequency gliding among panials

promotes their perceived fusion. A further question is: "Do sorne types ofparaUei motion on log

frequency-by-time coordinates encourage fusion more than others?". In order to investigate the

laner issue. the experiment compares the perceived fusion ofthree para1lel conditions. namely.

harmolÙc, equal-Iog and slùfted. These types ofparallellog-frequency motion are the sarne as

those used by Lipscombe (1992a, 1992b).

•

The main hypothesis was that any type ofIog-frequency para1lel motion favors fusion. This

was explored by comparing the three above aIignments with !WO non-para1lel ones for their ability

to fuse components. The types of non-para1lel a1ignments were: i) diverging: non-para1lel motion

on log-frequency-by-time coordinates in which the log-frequency difference increases during the

g1ide; ü) converging: non-para1le1 motion on log-frequency-by-time coordinates in which the log

frequency difference decreases during the g1ide.
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Ilow can we measure lusion" Segregation is the absence of fusion. Thus. as the

synchronous components of a three-glide complex fuse more strongly together. tewer distinct

sounds should be heard. For cxamplc. if the tonal glides do nOI luse at al!. three sounds should be

perceived distinctly. On the other hand, ifthey completely luse together, a single sound with a

richer timbre should be heard. The experimentaltask consisted injudging which oftwo patterns

ofglides contained more distinct sounds lhan the olher. Moreover, each listener had to rate, on a

7-peoint scale, how big the difference was between the number ofsounds of the two patterns of

glides. For cach pattern ofglides. an overal! segregation score was computed from the ratings

obtaincd in al! those trials in which it appeared. The assumption underlying this way ofscoring is

lhal the segregation-score value is indicative of the degrec offusion of the components in a

particular condition. Thus, while a low value on that score indicates strong perceptual fusion, a

high one indicates weak fusion.

A particular stimulus compriscd two differenl patterns ofglide. On each trial, the stimulus

to be judgcd was presentcd twice. Each pattern had threc glides. either increasing or decreasing

in frequency (sec Figure 5).

Pattern #1 Pattern #2 Pattern #1 Pattern #2

• Figur~ : ln any trial. glides were either ascending (Ieft) or descending (right) i:llog frequency.
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Each stimulus pattern follo\Ved one of the live possible alignments: harmonie. equal-I,'g. shilled.

diverging or converging. To examine the possible inlluence Of:lbsolute Irequeney dill<:renee on

grouping. three spacing conditions \Vere examined at eaeh alignment: small. medium :lI1d large.

Each level of spacing was kept as constant as possible in terms of absohae Irequency dill<:renec'.

taking into account the constraints inherent in cach type ofalignmenl.

ln short. each three-glide pattern corresponded to an experimental condition. Any

condition could be described along three dimensions: alignment. spacing and direction. Ali

possible pairwise eomparisons between conditions were made within a given direction. Thus

upward glides were not eompared with downward glides. Therefore. there were no comparisons

that could determine whether there was or was not a main etlèct of din..'ction (rising or tàlling).

This omission allowed the number of comparisons in the experiment to be grcatly reduced. There

were fifteen upward and fifteen downward conditions (seeFigures 7a and 7b, p. 34 and p. 35).

Thus, a given condition was compared with ail the other tourteen conditions within the same

direction. There were only two replications lor every comparison, namely. one tor each order of

presentation of the two patterns. Thus, to estimate the perceived segregation ofa given

condition, ratings were averaged across ail the twenty-eight comparisons. While the method of

comparison a110wed a more accurate estimation ofsegregation lor each condition, it induced a

slight amount ofnon-independence among scores. That is, on any given trial, the rating lor one

pattern ofthe pair ofstimuli constrained the rating for the other.

For each stimulus, a segregation score was computed on the basis of the ratings obtained in

ail the pairwise comparisons in which it appeared. This score was expressed as a proportion of

the maximum score that could possibly be obtained for a condition across ail ofits comparisons.

A zero on this score meant that every time a given condition was paired with another one, the

other was rated as having more components and the raw score indicated the largest possible

difference between the tw:> conditions. On the other hand, the value, one, indicated that in ail of
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its pairwist: comparisons. a particular condition was judged as containing more distinct sounds.

and was supt:rior to the :)ther condition by the largest possible value on the rating scale.

ln this study, it was e.xpected that the e1Tect ofharmonicity in promoting fusion would be

replicated. This was verilied by comparing harmonie and non-harmonie stimuli in terms of the

overall segregation score obtained. Furthermore, increasing the spectral spacing among

concurrent partials should yield larger segregation scores. Another prediction was that

independently ofharmonicity and spacing. listeners would more easily perceive each of the three

glides in a non-parallel complex than in a parallel one. 1'0 demonstrate that, it had to be shown

that over and above harmonicity and spectral proximity, a parallellog-fTequency trajectory among

partials lowers segregation scores. Finally. the effect of harmonicity, spectral proximity and

parallellog-trequency motion upon perceived segregation should hold for both ascending and

descending glides.

Let us now c.xamine the research that pertains to the hypothesis that the greater the

frequency spacing among glides, the more they segregate. 1'0 evaluate the contribution of

spectral spacing to the segregation ofconcurrent glides, the role ofspectral spacing in \WO

domains has to be considered: streaming and beating. Streaming occurs when many acoustic

clements are grouped togclher to form one perceptual unit. Such a unit describes the temporal

pattern ofactivity ofa single external source (Bregman, 1990). For example., the different

successive notes produced by a saxophone are going to be experienced as a single coherent

melody. Beating refers to periodic fluctuations in peak amplitude. It occurs when \WO sinusoids

with slightly diftèrent frequencies are added together and when the filter system that they pass

through does not separate them into different channels (Moore, 1989).

What is the role of spectral spacing in streaming? Spectral proximity among acoustic

components has becn repeatedly shown to promote their sequential grouping (Bregman &
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Campbell. 1973: Deutsch. 1975: Dowling. 1973: "'ordcn. 1975. 1"77) S"llle reslIlts ;,!s,'

suggest that spectral spacing decreases the fllsion ofa high :\i\1 tone and a 1,>\\ .\i\1 t,'ne

(Bregman A S.. Abramson J. & Doehring. 19S5). It \Vas thlls predicted thatlarger spe,'lral

spacing among simultaneous glides would promote their segregation th'lll each other i\loreo,,·r.

wide spacing and non-parallel gliding \Vere expected to have ;,dditive enècts in pWllloting

segregation.

What is the role of spectral spacing in beating') When two synchronolls cOlllponents. near

in frequeney, are superimposed. they resemble a single sinusoid. with freqllency equal 10 Ihe Illean

frequency of the components. but whose amplitude tluetuates at a rate equalto the Ireqllency

dilference between the two tones. For example, if a 1000 Hz and 1002 Hz partials arc added

together. two beats will occur each second. Since in sorne experilllentai conditions there wen:

tones relatively close in frequency, this was an important concem. Consider that beating eould in

itselfbe a eue for multiple-source detection. despite the tàet that the patterns of aetivity of single

sources might not be weil resolved, due to interference at the periphery of the auditory system.

1'0 avoid beating, the spacing among adjacent components was made large enough so that it

remained outside the critical bandwidth specifie to the frequency range, throughout the complex

glide. This applied to ail three-glide stimuli. This method was justil1ed by the notion of eritieal

bands, whieh assumes thatthe peripheral auditory system behaves as ifit eontained a bank of

bandpass filters, with continuously overlapping center frequencies. as proposed by Fletcher

(1940). According to the power spectrum model proposed by Patterson and Moore ( 1986>, only

those frequency components which are in the same critical band can mask each othe:' or interact

with each other to produce beats. The critical band frequency range increases as the center

frequency ofperipheral auditory filters increases (Moore, 1989). The curve ofcritical bandwidth

as a funetion ofcenter frequency obtained by Zwicker et al. (1957), was used to determine the

optimal frequency range ofall the small-spacing conditions of the present study.
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One of the goals of the study was to cerit:" that the maintenance of frequency ratios among

glides luscs them ta produce a cohesi"e sound rich in quality and with a unifornl temporal pattern

of pitch m0lion Another goal was to explore whether there would be any diftèrence in the

degree of lùsion between the three aiif:lments maintaining the frequency ratios among glides.

namcly. harmonie. equal-Iog and shifted, For instance. it might be that the equal-Iog alignment

yields more fusion than the shifted one, Indeed. in each equal-Iog pattern. the inhannonic ratios

and thereby the log-frequency spacing between panials were maintained over the course of the

glide, Consider that the lowcst frequency involved in equal-Iog stimuli was 473 Hz, Above 500

1-17. the size of the critical band is roughly equal to a cenain proponion of the frequency (Moore.

1989), This is equal to a fixed distance in log frequency, Therefore parallel glides on log

frcquency are separated by a cenain number ofcritical bands throughout, Moreover. the

straightness on log-frequency coordinates should yield a regular change in pitch. By prescrving

critical-band separation and gcnerating clear pitches. the equal-Iog alignment should thus induce a

regularity of periphcral change. A low segregation score tor the equal-log stimuli would thus

suggest that the auditory system exploits such a regularity. Finally. non-parallellog-frequency

gliding, whether converging or diverging, should segregate the glides. Consequently, each ofthe

thrce trequency-gliding course should be perceived more distinctively. Moreover, there should be

timbres within each sound resembling those of the indi~;dual pure tones.

1'0 sum up. the hypotheses of the present study were as follows: 1) the segregation scores

should increase from parallel to non-parallel gliding conditions; 2) the segregation scores should

increase trom hannonic to inhannonic alignments; 3) the segregation scores should increalie from

closely-spaced to medium-spaced to widely-spaced glides. AIl ofthese effects should be observed

with both direction ofgliding.
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i. Suhj.:cls

The subjects were 18 adults (9 femaks. 9 maks) ranging in age Irom :! 1 to -Ill and paid l',r

their participation. Ali panicipants were naive to the purpose of the experiment. Each participanl

perfonned within 10 dB range of the normal auditory threshold on an audiometric lest lor the

250-8000 Hz range. This veritied their normal hcaring for the range of Irequencics uscd in Ihis

e."l:perimenl.

ii. Procedure

The experiment consisted oflour sessions; a tive-minute practice ses.~ion, and thrcc twcnty

minute experimental sessions. Rest was provided belwecn the sessions. For cach subject, the

entire experiment took about 90 minutes.

The lisleners were lold that. on cach e."l:perimentallrial, lhey would have 10 lell which of

!wo patterns ofsounds had more distinctive pans in il. Moreover, they would have to rate how

big the difference was between the number ofsounds in the two patterns. The sequence of Iwo

gliding stimuli would be repcated twice on cach trial to facilitate their judgment. They were going

to use a 7-point scale in their ratings. They were told to choose the central point of the scale, that

is, 4, when the two gliding patterns contained an equal number ofsounds. If the first pattern had

more pans than the second, they should use lower ratings. On the other hand, they should use

higher ratings ifmore sounds were distinguished in the second pattern. Thus, while 3 meant that

the fust stimulus had marginally more sounds than the second, 2 meant that it had somewhat
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.mlre. and 1 that it had a lot more. Similarly. 5 mcant that the second stimulus had marginally

more sounds than the tirst. 6 meant that it had somewhat more. and 7 that it had a lot more. The

praetice session was to help them to determine the criterion they were going to rely on in the

variaus pairwise eomparisons or stimuli. Finally. in their evaluations. they should stick to the

same eriterian and use the entire range orthe 7-point scale.

The latter part orthe set or instructions eneouraged listeners to establish their criterion on

the basis orthe variability hcard in the gliding patterns of the pracùce session which contained a

rcpresentative sample or the various experimental conditions. To make the above set of

instructions more concrete, the experimenter presented four audio demonstrations. sampled from

the actual pool of experimental stimuli. These examples were chosen by the experimenter so as to

include stimuli that differed in alignment, such as converging versus harmonie. Ifthe task was not

c1early understood after the demonstrations. Iisteners couId ask questions. As a reminder of the

- task, the following drawing was displayed above the corresponding digits ofthe computer

keyboard.

PATTERN #1 SAME PATTERN #2

•

<<<<<<«««««« •.»»»»» >>>>>>>
1 2 345 6 7

Fi!!'..:!e 6: Schema ofthe 7-point rating scale. The centre ofthe sca1e, that is, four, was chosen
when the two patterns were perceived as containing the same number ofsounds. Lower or higher
ratings were used if the l'irst or second pattern was perceived as containing more sounds
respectively. The size ofthe arrow was indicative ofthe magnitude ofthe difference in the
number ofdistinct sounds perceived in the !wo stimuli.
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iii. 1Jesigll

There \Vere three independent variables: il alignment. varying across :i levds: harmonic.

equal-Iog. shifted. diverging. converging; iil spacing. varying across 3 Icvcls: small. medium and

large; iii) direction .varying across 2 levels: up and down. Each three-glide stimulus

corresponded to a unique combination oflevcls of alignment. spacing and direction. There were

therefore 15 conditions gliding upward (sec Figure 7a. p34) and l:i gliding downw.ml (see

Figure. 7b. p.35).

1'0 verity that the eftèct ofalignment was independent of dir<-'Ction, the trequency range of

cach glide of the fifteen alignment-by-spacing combinations was the same in both directions or

gliding. ln other words, a given alignment-by-spacing stimulus going up in pitch \Vas the noirror

image of the corresponding one going down in pitch (see Figures 7a and 7b, on p.34 and p35l.

There were two orders of presentation for a given comparison among two conditions. This was

to counterbalance for a possible order eftèct.

Within cach ofthe two directions, ail possible pairwise comparisons \Vcre made bctw<--en

the conditions. Each condition was compared with cach of the other !ourtcen ones sharing thc

same direction twice, that is, in both orders. Within cach direction, combining cach of thc 15

conditions in pairs gave 105 conditions. Since there were two orders, this gave 210 conditions.

These combinations were replicated separately for the falling and rising glides, yielding 420 trials

(rising and falling glides were never compared with one another on the same trial). Trials were

presented randomly. The total of420 trials was split in thrce blocks of 140 trials. The duration

of cach block was approximate1y 20 minutes. Prior to the experimental sessions, there was a

practice session. This session inc1uded a representative sample of28 stimulus patterns and lasted

about 5 minutes.
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The variable of main interest was alignmenl. Jfindeed parallcl motion hinders segregation.

Ihal is. promotes tùsion, this eflèct should hold lor every direction, and every degree ofabsolute

spacing. To examine the possible inlluence of absolute lrequency ditlèrence on grouping, three

spacings were combined with the live alignments, namely, small. medium and large. However, the

magnitude ofabsolute Irequency spacing for each spacing c1ass (small. medium and large) was not

unilorm across alignments. An attempt was made to maintain the size of a separation while

meeting the cnteria that the separation should not be less than a cntical band and should satis!)'

the requirements specilic to cach a1ignmenl. ln Table 1. notice that for a given spacing c1ass. the

average frequency spacing among a pair ofglides in a stimulus differs substantially across the !ive

alignments (see Table 1. p.29)1. For instance. the average spaeing among widely-spaced glides is

1266.67 Hz for harmonic, 1393.33 Hz for equal-Iog, 1320.67 Hz for shifted, 2186.67 Hz for

diverging and 1512.00 Hz for converging. On the whole. when collapsed across spacing

c1assilications, the average spacing differs across a1ignments. Indeed, while the average spacing

between a pair ofglides is 717.78 Hz for harmonic, it is 737,11 Hz for equal-Iog, 771.56 Hz for

shifted, 1649.45 Hz for diverging and 966.22 Hz for converging. Therefore, upon dividing the

conditions in a parallel and a non-parallel subsets. one notices a considerable discrepancy between

their average spacing, namely, 742,15 Hz and 1307,81 Hz respectively. Since the spacing was not

completely orthogonal to the alignment, a method ofmultiple regression was used to tcase apart

thesc eflècts.

1. Nole thm llle a\'crnge spectral SJl3cing can :l1.so Oc asscsscd lllrough llle gc:lrnetrïc rncan ratio, !hat is lhc

alllîlogariUlrn orthe a\'erage orllle logarilllms orllle frcquency ratios bclwccn llle glidcs. A table orllle \':lIucs or

Ihe gcornelrie rncan ratios ror caeh condition can bc consultcd in llle Appcndi.x A (sec Table Il, p.66).
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A. P:lrallel A\'C'rage Sp:ldn;: B. :'Iion-P:lr:lllei :\\'er:l~e Sp:lein~

Conditions (Hz) Conditions (Hz)

o Il Harml Sil Up 025~.~~ l'i) Di\' 1Sl/Up 1194.(.7

(2) Hann 1Sil On 025~.:".' 20) Di" 1Sil Dn Il'J.t.h!

m) H:lrm 1Md 1 Un ()(,~~.~:; 21) Di\' Il\td 1 Un 1567.00

0-1) Hann 1 Md 1 On 06~~ ~~ 22) Di,' 1 Md 1 On 15h i .110

(5) H:lrm 1 Le 1 Up 1266.67 2:;) CO"1 Le 1 Up 21Xh.67

(6) Hann 1 Le 1 On 1266,67 2-1) Di\' 1 Le 1 On !1~h.ù7

(7) Ea·loe 1S Il Ua 023·k33 25) Con\' 1 Sil Up 050·LU

OR) Ea-Ioe 1 SIl On ()2:;~.:n 26) Con\' 1Sil On 050-1. :;:;

(9) Ea-loe 1 Md 1 UP OSS3.67 27) Con\' 1 Md 1 Up oss2.:n

Ill) EQ-Ioe 1 Md 1 On 05lG.67 2R) Con\' 1 Md 1 Dn OXX2.:;:;

Il) EQ-loe/Le/Up 13'J3.:n 2') Con\' 1 "'e 1 Up 1512.lKl

12) En-Ioe 1Lei On 1393.:n ,0) Con\' 1 Le 1 On 1512.00

13) Shiftcd 1SI 1 Uo 030(,.(,7

1-1) Shincd 1SI/ On 0306.(,7

15) Shincd 1 Md 1 UO U(,l\7.33

16) Shiftcd 1 Md /On U(,l\7.33

17) Shiftcd 1 Le 1 UP 132U.67

18) Shincd 1 Le 1 On 132U.67

!!. = 742.15 Hz !!. = 1307.81 Hz

Table 1 : Average spectral spacing for each three-glide condition. Given a top(T). a
middle(M) and a bottom(B) glide for each complex, a maximum (max) and
minimum (min) frequency for each glide, the average spacing (AS) is computed by:
A:.s = 1[l'max. Mmax) + ('l'max. B=) + (Mmax - BIl1lIX) + ('l'min. Mmm) +(l'min - Bmin) + (Mmin - Bmin)/ 1(,
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il'. Slmlllft

Th<: l<:mpcral struetur<: of eaeh trial is shawn in Table 2.

-

P"ltcm#1 Silcnt Pattcrn#2 Sifcnt Paltem#1 Silent Pattern#2 Responsc

1400 ms intcrval 1400 ms interval 1400 ms interval 1400 ms (approx.

100 ms 1000 ms 100 ms 2000 ms)

Table 2 Schema of the structure and temporal pattern ofa trial.

Each stimulus pattern was composed ofthree simultaneously gliding sinusoidals. These

sinusoidals glidcd lincariy on log-frequency-by-time coordinates. The total duration ofcach

stimulus pattern was 1400 ms. On any given trial. the two stimulus patterns were separated by a

laa-ms interval. There was a1so a 1000-ms silence between the two repetitions of the pair.

Subjects could take as long as necessary to respond.

Each stimulus began with a 300-ms quarter sine wave amplitude onset, had a stcady-state

intensity of60 dB SPL for 1000 ms and ended with a lOO-ms reverse quarter sine wave amplitude

decay. In cach stimulus, the middle component rose to a maximum intensity 01'56.4 dB SPL in

300 ms and remained at that intensity until its final 100 ms offset, 1000 ms later. Both., the lower

and upper glides reached a maximum intensity level of44.4 dB SPL, with the same onset, offset

and duration as the central giide. A 60-dB SPL steady-state amplitude 1OOo-Hz tone was used to

calibrate intensity. The reason for the choice ofsuch a relative intensity was that it produced the

greatest differences. in the degree ofperceived fusion ofthe components, across experimental

conditions. This was established in sorne pilot studies by the experimenter with the help ofother

researchers trom the Speech-and-Hearing Laboratory ofMcGill University.
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The temporal structure or each stimulus is shown in Table -'.

- .. .. . . - -- ...

Onset Ste:ldy-state Offset Tot:lI
pattern pattern Duration

pattern

Three-glide 300-ms 1000 ms lOO-ms 1400 ms
quarter at re"erse

complex sine wa,'e 60 dB SPL qU:lrter
sine w:lve

Central
300-ms 1000 ms lOO-ms 1400 ms

pure-tone qU:lrter :lt reverse
glide sinew:lve 56.4 dB SPL quarter

sine W:l\'C

Each ofthe
two f1anking 300-ms 1000 ms lOO-ms

quarter :lt reverse 1400 ms
pure-tone sine w:lve 44.4 dB SPL quarter
glides sinewave

Table 3: Description ofthe temporal pattern ofintensity for the threc-glide stimuli,

Eaeh stimulus was eomprised ofa unique eombination ofalignmenl, spaeing and direction,

There were thirty different stimuli (seeFigures 7a and 7b, on p.34 and p.3S), A table orthe log

frequency range swept by caeh glide ofthese stimuli is presented in Table 4.

Eaeh parallel alignment cao be deseribed in terms ofthe fTequency ratios that were

maintained throughout gtiding (sec Table 3,Figures 7a and 7b, on p.3 1, p.34 and p.3S), For the

harmonie stimull the frequency ratios that were maintained in caeh ofthe three spaeings were:
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A. Parallcl Spectr:tl r:tnge from B. Non-parallcl Spectr:tl r:tnge from

conditions lowest to highest conditions lowest to highest
freauencv (Hz) freauenn· (Hz)

lJarmo.!lic/~ma!1 DiverginglSmali
Bollom glide 720 to 2700 Bollom glide 720 to 1350

Middle glide 800 10 3000 Middle glide 800 to 3000

Top glide 880 to 3300 Top olide 880 to 4774

!:!armonicIM~ium DivergingIMedium
Bollom g1ide 600 to 2250 Bollom g1ide 600 to 1125

Middle glide 800 10 3000 Middle glide 800 to 3000

Top g1ide 1000 to 3750 Top g1ide 1000 to 5426

H~rmonic!La~ DivergingfLarge
Bollom glide 400 to 1500 BOllOm glide 400 to 750

Middle glide 800 to 3000 Middle glide 800 to 3000
Top glide 1200 to 4500 Top glide 1200 to 6510

Egual-LoglSmali ConverginglSmall
Bollom glide 729 to 2734 BOllOm glide 360 to 2700

Middle glide 800 to 3000 Middle glide 800 to 3000

Top glide 877 to 3289 Top glide 1273 to 3300

Egual-LogIMedium ConvergingIMedium
Bollom glide 620 to 2325 Boltom g1ide 300 to 2250

Middle glide 800 to 3000 Middle glide 800 to 3000
Top g1ide 1032 to 3870 Top glide 1447 to 3750

Egual-LoglLarge Converging/Large
Bollom glide 473 to 1774 Bollom glide 200 to 1500

Middle glide 800 to 3000 Middle glide 800 to 3000
Top glide 1353 to 5074 Top glide 1736 to 4500

ShiftedlSmall
Bollom glide 703 to 2637

Middle glide 800 to 3000

Top Iodide 897 to 3363

ShiftedlMedium
BOllom glide 583 to 2186

Middle glide 800 to 3000

Top glide 1017 to 3814

ShiftedlLarge
Bollom glide 383 to 1436

Middle g1ide 800 to 3000
Top glide 1217 to 4564

Table 4 : Spectral range swept by cach of the threc glides of cach a1ignment-by-spacing
combination. Note that while upward conditions started from the lower-bound and ended with
the upper-bound frequencies. their downward counterparts did the reverse. The central glide is
constant across conditions.
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large (1 :2:3), medium (3:4:5). and small (<): 10: Il). For eaeh of the thrœ spaeings of the equal

log stimuli. the tollowing rrequency ratios were constant. large (1·I.t,<J:~S('). medium

(1: 1.29: 1.67), and small (1: 1.10: 1.20). Finally, the bol1om and top glides of the shitted stimuli

were obtained by subtracting and adding a constant number ofllz to the bollom end of the soo

3000 Hz glide. This constant was 417 Hz for the c1osely-spaced stimuli, 217 Ilz l~'r the medium

spaced stimuli. and 97 Hz for the widcly-spaced stimuli. The following Irequency ratios \Vere

thus maintained in caeh of the three spacings of the shifled stimuli: large ( 1:2.09:3.IS), medium

(1:1.37:1.74). and small (1:1.14:1.28).

The starting rrequencies lor the widely-spaced. mcdium-spaced and c1osely-spaced

diverging stimuli was the same as their harmonie counterparts. As the gliding course procel.'ded.

the log-rrequency spacing among partials increased. Actually. there was roughly a six fold. three

fold and one-and-a-halffold increment in log-frequency spacing rrom the bcginning to the end of

c1osely-spaced, medium-spaced and widely-spaced diverging glides respectively. Similarly, the

terminal rrequencies for the widely-spaced. medium-spaced and c1oscly-spaced converging stimuli

was the same as their harmonie counterparts. As the gliding course proceedcd, the log-trcquency

spacing among partials decreased. Actually, there was roughly a six fold. three fold and onc-and

a-hall' fold decrement in log-rrequency spacing rrom the bcginning to the end ofc1osely-spaccd.

medium-spaced and widely-spaced converging glides respectively.

1'0 sum up, in the equal-Iog stimuli, partials maintained an equallog-rrequency spacing

throughout g1iding, thereby keeping constant inharmonic ratios among the components. The

harmonie and shifled stimuli maintained the harmonie ratios and the inharmonic ratios among the

g1ides respectively. However, the ratio between the top and the central glide was not cqual to the

ratio between the central and the bottom ones., as was true for their equal-Iog counterparts. In the

case ofnon-parallel stimuli, namely diverging and converging partials, the ratios between cach
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pair of adjacent glides were neither maintained nor equivalent for the top-centre and bollom

centre pairs (seeFigures 7a and 7b. on p.34 and p.35).

The dinèrent classes of stimuli shared the same intensity and temporal parameters.

Moreover. the central glide covered the same frequency range. that is. [800-3000 Hz] in ail

conditions. While the central glide was constant across conditions. the nanking glides varied

(sceFigures 7a and 7b. on p.34 and p.35). The frequency ranges specifie to cach of the three

glide stimuli are indicated in Table 4. More details about the procedure followed in the synthesis

of the various types ofstimuli are available in Appendix A.

l'. Apparal/ls

Ali stimuli were synthesized and presented by a PC-compatible 386 com?uter. using

MITSYN Version 8.1 signal processing software (Henke, 1990) This computer controlled a Data

Translation DT 2823 16-811' digital-to-analog convener. The rate of output was 20000 sarnples

per second. Signais were low pass filtered at 8000 Hz through a Rockland Dual HilLo Filter

Model 852. with a roll-ofr'of48 dB/octave, to eliminate aliasing.

Listeners sat in an Industrial Acoustics Company Model 1202 sound-attenuating testing

room and listened to stimuli presented binaurally through Sony NR V7 headphones. The

e.xperiment was run on-line with the help ofa MAPLE Version 1.4 program (Achim, 1991). using

ASYST Version 3.1 software. The participants recorded their responses directly into the

computer. The intensities ofthe stimuli were measured using a General Radio Type 1565-8

sound-Ievel meter set at "A" weighting and using a flat-plate coupler. The amplitude ofeach glide

was adjusted during synthesis for F1etcher-Munson estimates ofequalloudness at 60 dB,
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Within the up\Vard and downward sc:t of conditions. c:ach item \Vas compare" l\Vice \Vith

each of the other fourteen ones. that is. once lor each order of the pairs of stimuli. There was

thus a total oftwenty-eight comparisons for each three-glide complex2 On each of the pair\Vise

comparisons. a stimulus obtained a score lrom one to seven based on the listener's judgments. On

the basis ofthese raw data, a segregation score was computed. Thi,: score was a propot1ion of

the maximum score that could be obtained for a given stimulus across ail the pairwise

comparisons in which it participated. For a given stimulus. a total of28 trials with a maximum

raw score 01'7 per trial yields a maximum score of 196. The summary score lor a stimulus with

28 comparisons was thus obtained by dividing the sum ofits ratinbs across trials by 196.' The

mean se<,;regation scores obtained lor each condition are presented in the Appendix B (s~'C Table

12, p.67). The summary plots of the distribution ofmean segregation scorc.~ acmss the 15 up and

15 down conditions are shown in Figure 8a and 8b rcspectivcly.

2. Four out of 0120 cornparisons were inadvenenlly orniucd in the trial table. Thesc lour lri:lls were downw:ord

cornparisons of the hannoniclrncdiumldown \\ith the cqu.~I-loglrncdiumldo\Vn. :lnd of the cqIL~I-loglrncdium/down

with the cqual-Iogllargcldown stimuli in the two possible orders ofcomp.~rison.

3. Two cornparisons were absent for both the hannoniclrncdiumldo\\11 :lIld the cqual-Iogllargcldown conditions.

Their surnmary score was thus obtaincd by dividing the surn ofthcir respective l'3tings across 261rials by 1112 (i.c..

26 trials X 7 ma", score/trial = 1112 ma'l:. score). Sirnilarly. for Ihe cqual-Ioglrncdiumldown with four rnissing

cornparisons. the summary score was obtaincd by dividing the surn of ilS rntings aCross 201 trials by 1611.
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f"lgure 8a: Distribution of mean segregation scores across upward conditions. 'SMALL', 'MEDIUM'
and 'LAROE' are thc thrcc levels of spacing. 't1ARM', 'E.-LOO', 'SlilIT, 'DIV' and 'CONV' refer to
the hannonic. cqual-Iog. shiftcd, diverging and converging alignments respectively. Scores range
from zero to one, wherc perccived segregation increases with score magnitude. Vertical bars
indicate plus Or minus one standard errer. Each mean score was obtaincd from 18 subjects.
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Eigure-8b: Distribution of mean segregation scores across downward conditions. 'SMALL', 'M~DJUM"
and 'LAROE' arc the thrcc Icvcls of spacing. 'HARM', 'E.·LQO', 'SHIFf', 'DIV' and 'CONV' refer to the
harmonie, equal·log. shiftcd, diverging and converging alignments respcctivcly. Scores range from
zero to one, where perceivcd segregation increases with score magnitude. Vertical bars indicate
plus or minus one standard error. Each mean score was obtained from 18 subjects.
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Mean segregation score of the live alignments as a function of
spacing. SCores range from zero to one. where perceived
segregation increases with score magnitude. Vertical bars
indicate plus or minus one standard error. Each mean score
was obtained from 18 subjects.

A plot relating the segregation score for each ofthe five alignments to spacing is shown

in Figure 9. Notice that segregation score increased as a funetion ofboth alignment and spacing.
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As a lirst step in exploring the data. ea~h of the sets of ul'ward and downwanl stimuli

\Vas analyzed \Vith a t\Vo-\Vay MANOYA using the Greenhouse-Geiser lower-bound ~l'rre~tion

Aecording to the general MANOYA summary of etTeets tor upward ~onditions. the alignment

main effeet l.E =100.02.12 < .00001J and the spacing main etlèet[l: " ::2.lJ3. p < ,00001\ were

very signifieant (see Table 5). Morcover. there was a t\Vo-\Vay interaction bctween spa~ing and

'llignment LE =2.96•..12 < .0IJ.

Effects dl' MS dl' MS E TaiJ q~I."c_I.!II~_IISC

effect effeet error errqr n Gcis.~.!

n

Alignment 4 0.608761 68 0.00609 100.02 <IXIO'~ < 1 X 10 ~

Spaeing 2 0.632621 34 0.01423 22.93 ~ 1 X Io-~ < 1 X 10'~

Al x Spa 8 0.00662 136 0.00223 2.96 0.0046 0.04

Table 5: Two-way MANOVAs for the upward stimuli. The factors were alignment
(harmonie, equal-Iog, shifted, diverging and converging) and spaeing (small, medium,
large). The significant effects taking into aeeount the lower-bound correction at the
5% level are underlined, while those at the 1% level are bolded.

According to the general MANOYA summary ofeffects for downward conditions, the

a1ignment main effect LE =105.14,12 < .00001] and the spacing main effect LE = 27.44, 12 <

.00001] were very significant (sec Table 6). There was a1so a two-way interaction betwccn

spacing and a1ignment LE = 3.54, Q< .01]. The main effect ofalignment and spacing, as weil as

the a1ignment-by-spacing interaction effect were thus replicated across the two levels ofdirection.

According to the lower-bound correction, the a1ignment and spacing main effects were significant
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al the 1% level and their interaction was significant at the 5% level for both upward and

downward stimuli.

-_.. -

En:e~!s cif MS df MS .E Tail Çircenhollsc

~n:ect ~lfecl çrrol: error P-
Gcis.~r

P-

Alignment 4 0.74642 68 0.00710 105.14 t<IXIO'~ !< 1 X 10.5

Spacing 2 0.36693 34 0.01337 27.44 1< 1 X ]()-~ !<lXIO-5

AI x Spa 8 0.01179 136 0.00333 3.54 0.0012 0.04

Table 6: Two-way MANOVAs for the downward stimuli. The factors are alignment
(harmonie, equal-log, shifted, diverging and converging) and spacing (small, medium.
large). The significant effects taking into account the lower-bound correction at the
5% lcvcl are underlined, while those at the 1% level are bolded.

Despite the fact that parallel and non-para1lel glides were treated as orthogonal factors in

the MANOVAs, a measure ofaverage frequency separation showed that the non-para1lel glides

were further apart than the para1Iel ones (see Table l, p.29). Therefore it was necessary to show

that the greater segregation found for non-parallel glides was not due to their greater average

separations. This was done in IWO ways. The first was to perform a set of specifie comparisons

between seleeted parallel and non-parallel conditions in which the frequency separation was lower

lor the non-parallel glides; thus any finding ofa greater segregation for these glides could not be

due to their frequency separations. The second method was to use a multiple regression analysis

in which the average frequency separation for each set ofglides was used as a covariate in

as.<;CSSÏng the eftèct ofpara1lelness.
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l'wenty planned comparisons \Vith a Bonferroni adjustment \Vere made (see l':lble 7. p../4)

Three sets of comparisons were perfomled. One set compared the levds of the spacing !:lctor

against each other. Closely-spaced yielded signilicantly lower segregation scores than medium·

spaced [F =63.61. Q < .00001] and widcly-spaced glides U':"c 23008. p ~ .OOOO! 1. l\1on:over.

medium-spaced stimuli segregated less than widely-spaced ones 11:_~ 222.8-\. P " .00001] (see

Table 7e. p.44). Therefore. segregation scores incrcased as a lùnction of spectral spacing.

Another set eompared the live alignments in tems of the obtained segregation score (see T:lblc

7a, p.44). The lirst comparison tested whether non-parallel glidcs segregated more than their

parallel counterparts. The other tour compared the segregation scores of the three paralld and

the two non-parallel alignments among themselves. The tàmily-wisc alpha levcl was kept constant

at 0.05 to yield a 0.0 1 alpha level l'cr comparison. The analysis indicated that the segregation

scores obtained for hamonic. equal-log and shifted conditions combincd were lower than those

obtained for diverging and converging conditions combined If_=231.93•.R < .00001 J. Thus. the

observed trend followed the expected direction ofparallel glidcs fusing more than nOIl·pamllel.

Moreover, there were sorne signilicant ditferences in pertomance among the ditferent

levels ofparallel alignments. The following pairs ofalignment diftèred signilicantly ITom each

other: harmonie and equal-Iog Œ..= 31.93, Q< .OOO\], harmonie and shifted IF = 38.49, P. <

.00001] and equal-log and shifted [E.= 16.57, Q < .01]. In tems of the magnitude of the

segregation score obtained, the order from lowest to highest was harmonie, shifted and cqual-Iog.

Converging glides tended to yield larger segregation scores than diverging ones [f.= 5.73. IL <

.05]. However, this difference was not statistically signilicant with the Bonferroni adjustment œ
> .01].

Twelve comparisons involved parallel conditions and smaller-spaced non-parallel ones

(sec Table 7b, 1'.44). Spacing was defined as the average frequency ditference betwecn pairs of

glides for each three-glide condition (sec Table l, 1'.29).
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• Al Ali~nmenl l'-value p. Predicted direction
comparisons:

() '.lI'.lf "s NOII-P;Jr 231.93* () .OODO 1 +
(2) IllIfln. "'S E.-I.ug 31. (;:~ .. 0.00010 ·1
O~) Ilafln...'s Siun 3S.49" o.OOOO! +
(4) E -I.UI! "'S sIun 16.57" (UJOI07 005) Di .., "'S CtlU\' 5.73 0.02705 0

B) P;sin"i~ comparhons
in which the :&\'cra::c
~p:acin~ uf J:lidf.."S i~

J:n."Utcr for panlle:1 than
for non-p:arallcl stimuli:

(1) Ilann.lMd. "S Conv.lS!. 210.42· O.OlXIO 1 +
02) Il:ll1n./Lg. \'S Con\'.lS!. 25.01· O.1l0l)24 +
(3) E.-I.O',:/Md. ''S Conv.lS!. 196.50· Il.00l11l1 +
(4) E.-I.og.lI.g. vs Conv.lS!. 5.46 Il.03026
(5) ShiIl.lMd. ''S Conv.lS!. 215.78· +
1l6) ShiIl./Lg. vs COIl\·.IS!. 17.13· 0.00001 +• (7) Hann.n.g. \'S Conv.lMd. 55.06· Il.OIHI95 +
IlN) E.-LogILg. ''S Conv.lS!. 27.28· Il.OIlOO1 +
09) Shill./Lg. ''S Conv.lMd. -10.-11· o.ooms +
10) Ilnnn.lJ.g. \'S Div./SI. 9.IS 0.00001 +11) E.-I.oglI.g. vs Di\'.lSI. 0.035 Il.00748
12) ShiIl./Lg. vs Div./SI. 3.-19 +

O.N3249 +
Il.07623 +

C) Spacing
comparisons:

(1) SnUlII \'S Mcdiwn
63.61· O.OIlOOI +

02) Small vs l.afllc
230,OS· OO1סס,0 +

(3) Mcditun vs !.:lrgc
222.lI-!· 0,00001 +

•
Table 7 : Sumll1:ll)' of20 planned eomparisons using a Bonferroni adjustmenL For eaeh eomparison. the number
ofsubjects ",as 18. the degrees of freedom for the numer:uor and the dc:nominalor were respc:c:tively. 1and 17. For
<::I<:h set ofeomparisons. A. B and C the f:unily-",ise alpha-Ie.'cl was kc:pl eonstant at 0.05. Thus. the alpha Ie.'cl
per eomparison ",as 0.01. O.OU4 and 0.017. forthe sets A. B and C respc:c:tively. Eaeh significanl eomparison is
followed by •••• ac:eording 10 these crileria. The predieted direetion is '+' ifthe obscrved dilferencc is in the
predieted direetion. '-'. ifthe obscrved dilferencc is opposile to the predieted direetion. and '0'. ifthere was no
predieted differencc.
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For cach spacing-by-alignment condition shown in Table 7b. the rcsults ha\'<: bccn Cllmbined owr

the ascending and descending glide directions. The analysis showed that in eight out ol"twc1vc

such comparisons, the se<,,;regation score obtained under non-parallc1 gliding was signilicanlly

higher than under parallel gliding lp- < 0.004J. That is. lor eaeh ofthose cighl signifieant cases.

the probability was less than 0.004, keeping the joint-alpha levcl at the 5% lcvcl for the l\Vclvc

comparisons. A critical observation is that despite the bias against them. induced by a large

average spectral spacing, ail parallel glides yic1ded a smaller segregation score th'lIl non-parallcl

glides doser together on a log-trequency scale. Therelbre. all comparisons (signilicant or not)

favoured the hypothesis; two-third ofwhich were statistically signilicant.

The tirst comparison in Table 7 showed that parallel and non-parallc1 conditions were

statistically different lE.~ 231.93.1!.< 0.00001]. This dillèrence might be allributed to several

eharacteristies ofthree parallel glides. not only parallelness. but. harmonicity and smaller averdge

spaeing. An ANACOVA is recommended to correct lbr problems ofcounfounding (Kleinbaum.

Kupper & Muller. 1992). This technique involves a multiple regression model in which the study

factors ofinterest are all treated as nominal variables, whercas the variables being controlled. that

is. the covariates. may be mcasurement on any mcasurement scale.

An ANACOVA was performed to find out whether there was a signilicant contribution of

parallellog-trequency gliding over and above the contribution of the covariates. The dependent

variable was the mean segregation score obtained trom 18 subjects. Two predictors were

dichotomous variables: harmonie status (harmonie vs. non-harmonie) and parallclness status

(parallel vs. non-parallel). Another predictor was the average spacing. that is. the mean frcquency

difference between glides for cach of the thirty conditions (see Table 1. p.29). A model with three

predictors. namely average spacing. harmonie status and parallelness status. was tested against a

null-hypothesis model with only the average spacing and harmonie status covariates (sec Table 8•

p.46). Both models induded an intercept. The partial correlation coefficient yielded trom the
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rnndel cornparison was 0.8. That is. the ratio of the reduction in error sum of squares contributed

hy the parallelm:ss variable to the error sum of squares obtained by fining an intercept and the

covariates to the data was 0.64. This contribution ofparallelness to the proponion of variance

accounted lor by the multiple regression is strongly significant lE-=46.33. 2.< 0.001 J.

Full Mode! (110):

Mean~ = B,(AvcSpa) + B2(HarmSta) + B3(ParSta) .; b,,;

Rcstrieled Model (H 1):

Mean~ = B,(AvcSpa) + ~(HarmSta) +b" •

SS df SS df Rl .E l!
errect errect m:!!!: m:!!!:

0.08631 1 0.04844 26 0.64 46.33 0.001

Table 8: Results trom a multiple regression analysis tbr a within-subject design with 30 conditions
and 18 subjects. The dependent variable 'MeanSeg' is the mean segregation score across subjects
tbr each condition. 'HarmSta' stands for harmonic status. lt classifies conditions into either a
harmonic or an inharmonic category. 'ParSta' retèrs to a dichotomous variable categorizing
conditions into either a parallel or a non-parallel c1ass. 'AveSpa' refers to the average frequency
spacing between glides for each stimulus. The proportion of variance accounted for by a model
with an intercept and three predietor variables (AveSpa, HarmSta, and ParSta) relative to a null
hypothesis model with an intercept and the covariates (AveSpa and HarmSta) was 64 % Œ..=
46.33, 2.< 0.001].

Finally, a stepwise regression procedure was condueted. This procedure involves choosing

the variable which decreases the error sum ofsquares by the largest amount for ail possible

predietors not already in the equation. This evaluated the ordered contn'bution ofparallelness,

average spacing, and harmonicity to the reduction ofthe observed variance among mean

segregation scores as 73%, 12% and 2% respectively (see Table 9. p. 47)4. Paral1elness, being
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the tirst predictor [R~ = 0.731 has the highest correlation Ir O.S5j with the mean segreg:ltioll

scores. Parallel log-frequency gliding is thus the strongest prediclor l",r the <'hseryed dala

Step Variable Number Partial Model C(p) 1:: 1!
entered Remo\'ed R2 R2

ln

1 ParSta 1 0.7260 0.7260 30.1I112 74.2072 0.0001

2 A\'eSpa 2 0.1245 O.l'50S 6.99411 22.4890 O.Oot)l

3 HarmSta 3 0.0241 O.l\746 4.0000 4.9948 0.03-12

Table 9: Summary of a slepwise regression analysis lor a within-subjccl dcsign with
30 conditions and 18 subjects. The dependent variable was Ihe segregation score lor cach
condition, averaged over 18 subjccts. The !irst, second and third predictor variables
were the conditions' parallelness status (parallel or non-parallcl), average spacing and
harmonie status (harmonie or inharmonic) respectively.

4. It was \'erificd that thcrc is no significant dccrcasc in the ability to account for \'3riation upon dcletion of the

interactions from the list of prcdietors lE.= 2.46. Il > 0,(151. The homogencity-of-rcgrcssion assumption was thus

satisficd (Klcinbaum. Kuppcr & Muller, 1992).
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Discussion

ln an altempt 10 interpretthe experimental results, let us examine sorne critical questions

and the data trends relevant to answering them. Firstly, what is the role of spectral spacing in the

lùsion of concurrent tonal glides? The main eftèct ofspacing upon segregation score tumed out

to be strongly signilicant for both upward lE.= 22.93,11-< 0.00001] and downward conditions LE

- 27.44, p_< 0.0001 J. Moreover. the three planned comparisons lor the spacing variable showed

that segregation scores increase ITom small to medium [F =63.61.11-< 0.00001 J. and ITom

medium to large [E.=222.84, 11-< 0.0000 1]. The stepwise rc<~ression analysis with average

spacing. parallelness status (parallel or non-parallel) and hannonic status (harmonie or

inhamlOnic) as predictors lor mean segregation scores indicated that average spacing accounts lor

12% ofthe variance over and above parallelness status. This is a strongly significant contribution

statistically [E.= 22.50,11-< 0.0001]. It has been exhaustively shown that spectral proximity is a

sequential-grouping heuristic in auditory processing (Bregman & Campbell, 1973; Deutsch, 1975;

Dowling. 1973; Norden, 1975, 1977). However, its influence in simultaneous spectral analysis

has never been thoroughly demonstrated. The present set of results is thus infonnative. The

relations between the various stimuli's segregation scores obtained from the small, medium and

large spacing categories in the MANOVAs as weil as ITom the average-spacing covariate in the

rCb'Tession analysis confinn that in addition to promoting sequential integration, spectral proximity

encourages the tùsion ofsimultaneous components.

What is the contribution ofaverage spacing to the segregation scores ofthe three parallel

a1ignments? First, consider that the parallel alignments have a very similar overall average

spacing: 717.78 Hz for hannonic, 737.11 Hz for equal-log and 771.56 Hz for shifted. In tenns of

their geometric mean ratios, they are almost equivalent, that is: 1.54 for harmOlÙC, 1.51 for equal

log and 1.60 for shifted (sec Table II, p.66). Despite that equivalence ofaverage spacing, the

main predicted trend across alignments shows up, namely, harmonic conditions get a significantly
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lower segregation score than both cqual-Iog II' '- .OOOO!I and shit1cd lI" .OllOOll Thus therc

doe:s not see:ms to be: any counfounding cl1i..'Ct of a\'Cragc spacing \Vithin paralld alignnll'nts

The l'Ole of spectral spacing in the comparison betwccn convcrging and divcrging glidcs can

also he assessed. Couv~rging glides tcnded to gel a highcr scgrc:gation score than divcrging lltlCS

LE = 5.73, Q < .05]. However, the average spacing across convcrging conditions (%6.:!:! Ilz) \Vas

lower than across dive:rging ones (1694.45 Hz). Spectral spacing dil1èrcnccs wouId lhus prcdict

the reverse trend, namely, converging partials should segregatc morc casily than divcrging oncs

since they were in gene:ral further apart. Il is thus reasonablc to concludc that the observed

diftèrences among the two non-parallc:l alignments in pereeived segregation can be auributL-d to

their respective alignments, not to sorne spectral-spacing artitàet.

What is the role of parallel log-frequency gliding upon the lùsion of partials'! Although the

comparison ofparallel with non-parallel three-glide stimuli was strongly signilic;mt 1t..= 23 1.93, P

< 0.00001], the a1ignment and spacing variables were not completcIy orthogonal. On average,

pairs ofglides in the non-parallel stimuli were further apart than in the parallel ones: 1307.81 Hz

for non-parallel versus 742.15 Hz for parallel. Note however that this diflèrence in average

spacing is ofa lesser magnitude when it is evaluated using a gcometric-mcan-ratio criterion, that

is: 2.20 for non-parallel versus 1.61 for parallel (sec Table Il,1'.66). A multiple regrcssion

analysis was conducted in an attempt to remove the intluence ofaverage lrcquency spacing upon

the mean segregation scores. The analysis showed that there was a significant contribution of log

frequency parallelness over and above the contribution ofaverage frequency spacing and

harmonicity to the proportion ofvariance accounted for by the predictor variables lE.=46.33, p-<

0.001]. ~.ioreover, the stepwise procedure evaluated that the variable c1assifYing conditions into a

parallel and a non-parallel classes was the most important predictor for the observed data [B~ =

0.73].
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To scc whcthcr non-paralld glides segregated morc than parallel ones. evcn when spectral

spacing did not favor this rcsult. sorne selectcd paralld alignment-by-spacing conditions were

compared with non-paralld ones. Each pair in this subset was composed of a parallel condition

with a greatcr avcrage spectral spacing than a non-parallel one. ln each of eight out oftwelve

such comparisons. the paralld condition obtained a significantly lowcr sc<,,;regation score than the

non-paralld one Ig < .004J. This suggests that even though in IWO thirds ofthese comparisons,

the largcr spectral spacing among the parallel glides favored their segregation. their alignment

cncouraged fusion. and the influence of the latter was stronger. Moreover. the multiple

regression analysis showed that differences across the conditions' sc<gegation scores were neither

entirely due to dilferences in average spectral spacing nor to harmonicity. Results yielded by the

above comparisons as weil as those trom the multiple regression analysis thus support the main

hypothesis that a parallellog-trequency trajectory fuses partiais. However. gliding components

were never compared with steady-state tones. Consequently. to thoroughly demonstrate that log

trequency parallelness fuses partial$, its influence in both steady-state (slope = 0 Hz/sec) and

gliding comple.xes (slope > 0 Hz/sec) will have to be investigated and teased apart trom

hannonicity.

The interaction ofspacing and aiignment significantly influenced perceived segregation

both within upward-gliding LE = 2.96. IL< 0.01] and downward-gliding stimuli LE = 3.54, IL<

0.01] ~. However. for both upward and downward stimuli the overall aiignment-by-spacing

eftèct was significant at only the 5% level according to the lower-bound correction (sec Tables 5

and 6, on p.4l and p.42). The existence ofan interaction is not surprising. since the non-parallel

glides were further apart than parallel ones on the average. It is thus likely that the influence of

5. Note tlmt the omission of four dO\\lIward trials might ha\'C slightly bias the interaction clTeet bctwccn alignrncnt

and spacing (R. Amscl. persona! communication. Fcbruary 15. 1994. McGiII Uni,'Ct'SÏty). Aconscrvative

interprct.1tion is thus rccommcndcd for the alignmcnt-by-spacing interaction ofdO\\lIward stimuli.
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the three categories of spacing dil1èred fi.>r the non-par;llld (di\'erging. .:onverging) and th.: <w,'rall

smaUer-spaced paraUd alignments (harmeni.:. equal-Iog. shil1.:d) Il .:ould also h,' that

paraUelness and spectral proximity have a synergistic clTect upon fusion

Does the maintenance of simple harmonie ratios promote per.:ei\'ed segregation" Firstly. let

us look at the rolc ofharmonicity within parallcl alignments. R<.'Sults indicated that hamlllni.:

stimuli yield significantly lowcr segregation scores than both equal-Iog II' C 31.93, P. "- 0.000011

and shifted ones lE =38.49. Q..< 0.00001 J. These results arc compatible \\Iith past empiri.::!1

evidence for harmonicity as a simultaneous-grouping eue (Brcgm:!n & Doehring, 19S4; De Witt

& Crowder. 1987; McAdams. 1982. 1983a. 1983b. 1984). However. the over.lll contribution of

harmonicity across the five aiignments was smaU. In the stepwise regression analysis. a

dichotomous variable classifYing alignment conditions in cither a harmonic or a non-h:!rmonic

category was used in addition to two othcr predictor variables: average spacing and pamUcincss

status (par.ulel or non-para1lel). The harmonic status contributed to an extra 2% in the reduction

of the variance among mean segregation scores over and above averdge spacing and parallelness

status. Although that contribution was significant [p < 0.05J. it wa.~ smaU compared to the 12%

for average spacing and 73% for alignment status.

Harmonicity is k!lown to have strong elTects on the lùsion of steady-state tones (Brcgman,

1990). Why did harmonicity play such a small role in the fusion ofgtiding tones in the present

study? One might speculate that the harmonicity detector, whatever its nature, operates under

specific constraints. For instance, il might detect harmonicity among a steady-state series of

partiais (e.g. 300 Hz, 400 Hz and 500 Hz tones. i.e., 3:4:5 ratio ofa lOO-Hz fO) more easily lhan

in a dynamicaily changing version (e.g. 300-1200 Hz, 400-1600 Hz and 500-2000 Hz glidcs, i.e.•

3:4:5 ratio ofa 100-400 Hz gliding FO). Moreover, it might function best within certain spectral

Iimits. For instance, while the frequency shift away from a perfcet harmonic ratio might be

resolved for the widely-spaced shifted g1ides, it might remain undetected for the cIosely-spaced
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on<:s Ind<:<:d, upon r<:p<:titi,<: listening sessions to the stimuli, the expenmenter as weil as sorne

eolkagu<:s trom the Sp<:ceh-and-Hearing Laboratory of MeGill failed to hear any ditTerence

hetween the c1oscly-spaced parallcl alignments.

Pattern-recognition models have becn proposed for the detection ofspecilic harmonic

scri~"s (Goldstein, 1973; Moore, 1989). These modcls require the auditory system to recognize

the incoming pattern ofpartials as a set ofharmonies that is appropriate for sorne particular FO.

Models ofthis type might penorm a "best fit" calculation on the set of estimated frequencies

(Bregrnan, 1990). The probabilistic nature of such models suggest that impenect ratios among

frequency components can be treated as harmonic. lndeed. a set ofsteady-state partials shifted

ITom a pencct harmonie ratio by a small percentage ofthe best-fit FO e,okes a pitch slightly

higher than the FO pitch (Bregman, 1990; Moore. 1989). For instance the set of 107 Hz. 307 Hz

and 507 Hz partials (7-Hz shift l'rom a 3:4:5 ratio ofa lOO-Hz FO) yield ~p:tchjust a bit higher

than the lOO-Hz pitch. Such a template-rnatching mechanism might also function optimally with a

certain number of partials. Fer instance, four partials might define better a given harmonic series

than three. ln tum., a series composed offive harmonics might evoke the FO pitch more strongly

than when it is composed offour. This might go on up to a certain ceiling number ofpartials.

For instance. the harmonicity detector might operate ma-cimally when five or more partials are

integcr multiples ofa particular FO. l'herefore, it is possible that in the present experiment more

than three gliding partials in the harmonic conditions would have produce a more powerful fusion,

Does the maintenance ofan equallog-frequency spacing a'l1ong inharmonic components

matter in perceived segregation? OveralL. equal-log conditions obtained larger segregation scores

than their shifted counterparts [E = 16.57.lL< 0.001]. The observed arder ofthe types ofparallel

log-frequency g1iding in terms of the magnitude ofÛl"é segregatiçn score is thus from lowest to

highe:.1: harmonic. shifted and equal-Iog. l'hus, contrary to the prediction that shifted stimuli

segregate more than equal-Iog stimuli. a sma11er segregation score was obtaired by the shifted
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stimuli on avcragc. This suggcsts that thc maintenance of an equal spacing r.etw.....,n adj:lcent

!>'lral1c1 glidcs on a log-trcquency scale is not a regularity exploitcd r.y the auditory system tl' fuse

components. It is also possible that unless thc shift trom perfect harmonie ratios WolS large ellough.

the auditory system might havc treated the set as approximatc1y harmonic. This would explaill

why the overal1 segregation-score differencc betwcen parallcl alignments (shi lied. equal-Iog and

harmonie) is smal1 relative to the diftèrcnce between paral1c1 and non-paral1c1 alignmcnts

(diverging and converging) (sce Figure 9, 1'.40).

Finally, 1would like to relate the above results of parallclncss gliding ta Carlyon's results on

FM coherence (Carlyon, 1990). Carlyon's data showed that listeners can only distinguish

coherently from incoherently modulated complex tones when FM coherence issu..-d trom

harmonicity among partials. ln other words, highly-trained listeners cannat in general deteet FM

coherence. 1would like to argul: that while Carlyon's conclusion is compatible with the view that

there is no evolutionary use for a "parallelness deteetor" given a harmonicity-detection

mechanism. the i'resent results suggest that under sorne panicular conditions the auditory system

does detect a paral1ellog-frequency change.
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The main hypothesis of the present study was that a parallel trajectory oflog-trequency

change among partials encourages their perceptual tùsion into one cohesive gliding sound.

Various sources ofempirical evidence support that hypothesis (Bregman & Doehring, 1984;

Chalikia & Brcgman, 1990; Halpern, 1977; Lipscombe. 1992a. 1992b; McAdams, 1984).

However, in the current experiment, two other factors were tound to intluence perceived fusion:

harnlonicity and spectral spacing. lt was expected that the harmonie alignment would best induce

tùsion. This hypothesis was based on past experiments indicating that fusion is promoted by

simple harmonie ratios among steady-state tones (De Witt & Crowder, 1987; McAdams, 1982,

1983a. 1983b, 1984) and gliding tones (Bregman & Doehring. 1984). Furthermore, the role of

spectral proximity in sequential grouping (Bregman, 1990) was expected to play its part in

simultaneous grouping. This was supported by sorne findings suggesting that spectral spacing

hinders the fusion ofa high AM tone and a low AM tone (BrC'~man A. S., Abramson J. &

Doehring, 1985). AIl expectations were supported by the data and occurred in both the ascending

and the descending three-glide stimuli.

The most plausible interpretation ofthe results appears to be that parallelness, spacing and

hanllonicity among partials gliding on a log-frequency continuum, aIl partially influence

perceptual fusion. However, each does not contribute equally to the fusion ofg1ides. Parallelness

along log-frequency-by-time coordinates seems to play the most consequentiaI role. The next

strongest influence is by the frequency spacing. Finally, the part played by harrnonicity is aIso

substantiaI. though ofa lesser magnitude.

AdditionaI research is needed to replicate those results. It would be preferable to use a

different methodologyinsuring that the spacing and aIignment truly vary independently of eacn

other. One way to achieve that would be to perform pairwise comparisons oftwo types: i.
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comparisons between stimuli with the ;ame av.:rage spacing, but of din'erent alignlllents: and ii.

comparisons between dinèrent average spacings of the same alignllleni. Any "ther design

insuring that within each level of spacing the average spacing is constant would be acceptable

The average spectral spacing could be assessed either on a linear or on a logarithlllie SC.IIe. but il

should be consistent in the experimental design. 1'0 re1y upon the ma"imum or minimum spacing

criteria would be problematic due to the inherent constraints of parallcl and non·parallcl

alignments. That is, the diverging and converging three-glide stimuli nl.'cessarily involv.: a gre:ller

dilference between the ma-cimum and minimum values ct' the tTequency range covcred than their

equal-average-spacing parailei counterpans. This applies whether the spacing is measured on a

linear or on a logarithmic frequency scale. Stimuli ofone of two possible alignments could be

used, namely, parallel or non-paraileI. Moreover, two categories of spacings would be sullicient

to show whether there is a speetral-spacing elfec!. By involving fewcr stimuli, this simple 2 x 2

design has the advantage ofallowing for more comparisons pcr condition, i.e., more rcplic<llions

per data poin!.

To cope elfectively with constandy changing natural forces, it is crucial for an individualto

detect other living creatures, both similar and diftèren!. For example, a tinely-tunl.'lI auditory

system should allow one to dilferentiate the howl ofa potentially threatening wolf l'rom both the

voice ofa rescuing human and the howl ofa friendly dog. ln nature, series of harmonies sharing

the same pattern of temporal change emanate from most individualliving sources. Consider that

parallellog-frequency change follows from harmonicity; however it does not entail il. The

proposition that common spectral change is not a strong l,'l'ouping eue relative to others, such as

frequency proximity and harmonicity thus makes sense. From an evolutionary point ofview, what

would be the adaptive value ofa parallellog-frequency-change deteetor, ifin ail probable

situations, that information is obtained from another intermediary, sueh as a template-matching

mechanism for harmonie series? lndeed in a natural environment, an harmonieity-detection

mechanism would most ofthe time do the job ofgrouping "aeoustie elements ehanging in the
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samc \Vay al the same limc" inlo a cohesivc pcrceptual unit. However. it would not be infallible.

For instancc it could not detecl parallellog-frequency change among inharmonic panials. The

crucial conclusion of thc present expcriment is thus lhat dcspite the absence of an evolutionary

rationalc. it secms thal the audilory system is engineered in such a \Vay as 10 use a re<.;ularity of

log-Irequcncy change among inharmonic components. However. it is importanl to realize thal the

pn:ser:t tindings were oblained using a specifie set of intensities. range of frequencies and rate of

frcquency change of the three glides ( sec Tables 3 and 4. on p.31 and p.32). An important issue

thus concems the extent to which the present conclusions can be generalized beyond the slow

rate, frequency ranges. and intensities of the g1ides used in this experiment.
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The vanous types ofparallellhree-glide stimuli \Vere designed in the Ii.,llowing m;mner. a)

The lower-bound tTequency of the central glide. that is. 800 Hz. servcd as the b;lse lrequeney of

an exponential oscillator for the synthesis of each gliding partial. In l\IITSYN Version 8. 1 signal

processing software (Henke. 1990). an exponential oscillator is eharacterized by a li'equeney input

that is intemally transtbnned by exponentiation. The trequency of the oseillator is ohtained l'v the

following function: E.xponential-Oscillator Frequency ~ (Base Frcqucncy) x 2 \"'''IU''~' "'ru').

Thus, each unit increase in the input raises the tTequcncy one octave. Aceordingly. the

c.xponential factor to raise a base tTequency ofSOO Hz to 3000 Hz (1.875 octave) is equivalenl ta:

[loglO(Uppcr-bound freq.lLower-bound frcq.)J/\oglO 2=[loglO(3000 ISOO) I!log lII 2 = 1.907 .

b) Given a SOO-3000 Hz range swept by a glide. Iog-trcqucncy parallcltrajectoncs can he

obtained by either adding or subtracting a constant to its exponcntial làctor. Therelbre. lor the

synthesis ofthe top and bottom glides, a constant \Vas added to the central-glide cxponent and

subtracted from it, respectively. DitTerent values are required to yieid each of the vanous parallcJ

conditions (sec Table 10a, p.64).

The ditTerent non-parailei conditions were designed in the tbllowing manner. a) The 800

3000 Hz frequency range swept by the central component was the same a.~ in the pa:allcl

conditions; hence a constant exponential factor of 1.907 \Vas used across ail conditions (sec Table

lOb, p.65). b) To yield non-parallellog-tTcquency gliding trajectones, exponentiallàctors specifie

to each glide were needed. Thus, a ditTerent c.'l:ponent was used for each partial within each non

parallel threc-glide complex (sec Table lOb, p.65). Note that for diverging and converging glidt."s,

the exponential factor was constant across small, medium and large spacings.
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Alignment-bv- Glide Lower-Bound Exponential Factor
Spacing Condition Freguencv(Hz)

(Starting fl'l..-q. for upward
glidcs and tcnnimtl frcq.
Il)r ÙU\\11WarÙ ~liJI."S.)

A. Pamllel
Nore that the gon Hz J<:lp(ttntnl) - k· .:Xl"(boctllfn)

lo,"'cr-hound frrqucn~' of f.'Ip(ttntnt) + k· .:Xrt(IOp)

conditions the ccnlr:t1 ::Iidc )Cr\'\.")

as the ha~ for the
cxpoDcntial mcillator.

Bottom 720 1.9n7 - 0.152 = 1.755

Harmonie/Small Central 800 1.907

(9:10:11) Top 1I110 L907 + 0.137 = 2.lloU

Bottom 600 1.907 - O.·U 5 ~ 1.-192

HarmonicIMedium Central 800 1.907

(.;:-1:5) Top 1000 1.907 + 0.322 = 2.229

Bollom -100 1.907 - 1.000 = 0.907

Harmonie/Large Central 800 1.907

(1:2:3) Top 1200 1.907 + 0.585 = 2.-192

Bottom 729 1.907-0.133 ~ 1.77-1

Equal-LoglSmall Central 800 1.907

Too 877 1.907 + n.133 = 2.tl-IO

Bottom 620 1.907 - n.367 = 1.5-10

Equal-LogIMedium Central 800 1.907

Top 1032 1.907 + 0.367 = 2.274

Bottom 473 L9n7 - n.758 = 1.1-19

Equal-LoglLarge Central 800 1.907

Top 1353 1.907 + 0.758 = 2.665

Bottom 703 1.9n7 -0.186 - 1.720

ShiftcdlSmall Central 1100 1.907

Too 897 1.907 + 0.165 = 2.072

Bottom 583 \.907 - 0.456 = 1.-151

ShiftedlMedium Central 800 1.907

Too 1017 1.907 + 0.346 = 2.253

Bottom 3S3 1.907 - \.063 = 0.844

ShiftedlLarge Central 800 t.907

Too 1217 1.907 + 0.605 = 2.512

6-1
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Alignmcnt-bv- Glidc Lowcr-Bound Exponcllli:al F:lctor
Sp:adng Condition Frl'guenn( Hz)

lSI;lrtl1l~ t'n.."') IÎJr np\\:mJ
;.:.iid...-s :1l1~IIl.:llllillal ft"-"l
li)f dl\\\1I\\;lrd ::.h~ks )

B. Non-par-,dlel
NUI"- that cach ;:Iidc', NUllo.' th:1t "·\Jlu"c.-nti:1I
Itmcr-hounù fn.-qucn\.1' factnr" ar'\.' ~"nm.l:anl

conditions M'n,-" a, the h;a...c fur 1Icru..., thl' J "IHuin:.:"
the cl.pnncntial u..cilhatnr. (ur the J lo:lill..",.

Boltom i20 0.907

Divergil'glSmalI Central HOO 1.'J07

Top llllO 2...sJ9

Boltom (.00 0.907

DivergingIMedium Central HOO 1.907

Top 1000 1.439

Boltom -100 0.907

DiverginglLarge Central HOO 1.907

Top 1200 2.-13')

Bottom 360 2.907

ConvergingiSmall Central HOO 1.907

Top 1273 1.37-1

Bottom 300 2.907

ConvergingIMedium Cenlral lIOO 1.907

Top 1-1-17 1.37-1

Bottom 200 2.907

ConverginglLarge Central lIOO I.CJll7

Top
173(, 1.37-1

--- -- - -

Table 10 : Parameters used in synthesis of the various a1ignment-by-spacing conditions.
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1111 llarlllumc " Small 1.1-1

112) i larmonic / \kdiulIl 1.-II

(n) HarUlom~ / ~lf,!.:C 2.0S

11-11 ECJu;II-lug 1 Small I.P

(5) Eql~II.lo~l~lediulll 1.-10

11<') Eqllal-Iog / L;lrgc 2.01

07) Shifted 1 Sm:lll US

OS) Shiftc'd 1Mediulll 1.-15

(Il}) Shiftc'd ll.:Jrgc 2.16

• !! = 1.61

•
.-\. 1':tr:IUcI Conditions

B. Non-Par.lllei Conditions

Ill) Di\'crging 1S~IU

Il) Divcrging / Medium

13) Con\'crging 1SnmU

1-1) Cou\'crging 1Medium

15) Con"crging ll.:Jrge

Geometrie: "'Iean R:ttio

Geometrie Mean Ratio

1.63

2.IXl

2.%

1.6:;

2.00

2.96

!! = 2.20

•
Table II : Geometrie mean ratio for each three-glide condition. Given a top(T), a
middle(M) and a bonom(B) glide for each complex. a ma.ximum(max) and minimum(min)
frcquency tor each glide. the geometric mean ratio(GMR) is computed by:

GMR= antil..:>g[average of logsc of ratio] = log-I [log(TmaxlMmax) + log(TmaxlBmax) +
log(Mma.xlBmax) + loglTmin/Mmin) + log(Tminl Bmin) + lÙl;(Mminl Bmin) 16].
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. .. .. .. . . -1 BASIC :\11:"
1

MAX MEAN STA:"I>ARD STA:"I>ARll
STATS ERROR llEVI.·\110:"

Il.1ll'''''''' ~"••nIl' 1 O.,';.t7 lH',I::! Il ..t:!.~ 0.1l1 :' O.llhh
Il~n''''n... S"I.O!: nu tl.~ 16 fl.511l1 (lA III tHlt.'" 0,0:-'(.
1 :.llTH"I~':' "k.L..:u t ;: 0.41~ 0.5'7(, O...j.('"~ 0.011 (1 Il';.5
11~lu""w' \1...11,,,,, Du ().~~5 05~5 0.41~ (l.tI t ~ (',H:'!
11,&11I''',1>1: :..... ,:e.l l' 0321 ().67~ 0.-1-99 O.O~-I 0.101
Il'''1>I'''l'': l~\ll:-:.llf'o 0326 0.6:;S 0.520 0.022 00'15
1'1'1<11·]." :-n••llll' ll.:;~i O. ïo'J OA75 (UI2.. 010·1
1:",.,1·10.'1: :-1T1.\l11 ln n,:;:;.2 0.~01 0,5 L! 0.0:;.1 0.140
i:':tw·k'!o:.l.b!l,mll:;l 0.4.2:; 0.566 "AS:; O.OO~ o n.'c.
t'iu..ll.- ,:'\k,I.iU/11'1 ofl 0.369 O.60ï OAC),:! 0.017 0.071
~""I·I.'l:·IAl"'...... I;i' 0.520 0.72'+ 0,615 0.012 :Ut'io
l:"IOol!·k'ltI..u,."I;IJIl 0.511 O.72S 0.627 0,01:; (1,055
Sh&:t....l'Sl11.l~1:i· 0.362 0.556 0.441 0.012 0.051
Sllll1al Sm.alL lin 0.311 UA59 0.400 I!.III 1 O.O.th
=-tultro :Ioll:WUlI\ l:p 0.40~ 0.556 0.4l1S 0.010 (1.044
S1nlled \!cdm", l>n n.J 13 0.561 0.·n4 0.010 0.042
:-l"r.l:'~I..'ll'= \:1' 0.4.39 0.70~ 0.572 0.011> 0.0(1)
$httlC'J '1 ...."Jl.c Un 0.367 0.66l1 0.560 0.01~ 0.07~

1"'~"1.~"..":,1:1' Il.ol7ol 0.~S7 Il.(,20 0.022 0.11')4
1lr\.1."tJt'f'JtSm;,lI,tm Il.-l~5 0.796 0.6:"1 0.1l1~ IHl77
I~·~k.hllm.~;p 0.551 0.7l16 Il.6ol~ Il.lllol Il.lle,1I
l~ .\lt'dtum.lm 0.5 III

1
0.7711 0.(,55 Il.1l14 o oe.u

~'t..Q:l:l;1' 0.e~)7 Il.lIS2 Il.7olX n.IlIS o.oc,'
l."lvdl:lnl: l...a:;:el'ln 0.5~2 Il.lI47 Il.727 Il.01X Il.1175
COO\~"SnwlL'l:l' 0.576 O. 711 1 n.6-l~ O.Olol 0.05~

C<lll\'O'I:I~'Snl.1ll DII 0.612 0.811 0.675 Il.014 O.o.:W
c.·""VI:f):lIl'l.'!Iolo:1wntl.'p 0.5l12 Il.760 Il.e,lIS Il.1l 12 O.o5~

(·('lI\~:!Iol~..wIlt~Dn 0.597 0.832 0.689 IUllol Il.n58
Ct)II\'g1UI~-1"""'01)1' 0.597 0.lI~3 O.iS9 Il.1l20 Il.0ll5
"::<:'.\'eI}:I1l$:.1.a1~DIl 0.663 O. ')03 o.7x3 n.olx Il.7l1e,

Table 12: Descriptive st:ltistics for a within-subjcet design with 30 conditions:ll1d 18 subjCCl'.
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